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  NEWSLETTER NO.11 SUMMER TERM – 10 JULY 2020 
 

 

Another busy and exciting week at Sacred Heart School 
where remote and in-school learning is fun! 

 

 

 

Foundation Stage have enjoyed Pirate week 

at school and at home causing lots of 

excitement. They have made hats, eye patches, 

telescopes and treasure maps.  Reception received a message from Pirate 

Captain Pete Pigeon and later treasure was found! 
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We have enjoyed the next challenge in the exploration of Andy 

Goldsworthy’s art.  Using sticks, pebbles and pine cones we created 

our own art work.  Some of us incorporated the existing structure of 

a tree into our design.  We were keen to keep our creations so we 

could continue to alter and improve them at play-times.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Science we have been taking good care of our runner beans and we 

have kept a diary about their growth.  We measured them using a metre 

stick.  The tallest one is 140cm tall!  The record number of leaves is 36!  

We hope the flowers will appear soon.  
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We have really enjoyed our last week in school as Year 3s! We have been enjoying poetry by Michael 

Rosen and have had great fun writing our own school rules and punishments based on his poem, Strict, 

and devising disgusting school dinners based on his poem, Dinner Hall. This has linked in well with our 

History this week where we learnt about all the unusual and often disgusting sounding things the 

Romans liked to eat. We wrote our own Roman menus for a banquet including flamingo tongues, 

peacocks, dormice and rotten fish guts (yes, the Romans really ate these things!).  We have also been 

continuing with our work on our newly discovered islands. This week we drew the new species of 

animal that we discovered on our islands and wrote holiday brochures to encourage people to visit our 

island. It has been a busy week and we have really enjoyed being back in school again! 
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In Art Year 5 have been drawing animals, trying to make their sketches 

as realistic as possible. Some children decided to put their animals in 

unusual or unexpected habitats. Francesca chose a 

desert as an unusual setting for her Blob Fish. 

 

They have also been finding out about the Artist 

Georgia O'Keeffe and then drawing flowers in detail, 

copying her style. 

Year 5 have been investigating the History of the Benin Civilisation and 

the children created a storyboard to explain how Eweka became the 

Ruler or Oba of Benin. They also studied artefacts and decided which of 

these they would use in an exhibition. 

 

Rupert was inspired to 

visit   the Dungeness Power 

Station as part of our project in 

Geography about the planet's 

resources and sources of 

energy. He plans to visit again 

when it is open to visitors in the 

summer to complete 

the visitors' tour and 

find out first-hand 

how our energy is produced.  

 

In English the children have been finding out more about the 

voyages of Sinbad the Sailor and investigating stories and 

poetry about lions and tigers. They created storyboards for the 

story of Jabu and the Lion and compared this to the story of 

Androcles and the Lion. In Maths they have been busy 

investigating scaling problems, square and cubed numbers, 

Roman Numerals, area and perimeter.  

 

As we are nearing the end of the year, the children have been 

reflecting on their time in Year 5 and selecting their 

own special memories. We hope to have a whole class Zoom 

next Wednesday to share these and celebrate together for the end of a very unusual and special term.  


